
« A new mission for Operating Room Nurses (ORNs): link 

between Orthopedic Operating Room Unit and  

Central Sterilization Service Department (CSSD)» 

Introduction:  
The sterilization of orthopedic surgery instruments remains a challenge in today’s governmental policy of efficient hospital organization. In this context, the 

implementation of CSSD still encounters two major difficulties: loss of information between teams and lack of training in the use of specific instruments. 

Previously studies lead us to conclude that ORNs, thanks to their professional expertise in the surgical instrumentation, are the most efficient intermediaries 

between these teams. 

The goal of this research has been to identify the actions that ORNs should achieve every day in the OR unit in order to facilitate the “reconditioning” task of 
CSSD agents. Thus, they prevent the eventual “non-compliances” which may lead to “undesirable” situations for the patients. 
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Scrub and circulating role: 

 

 To make sure that surgical instruments are used 

appropriately; 

 To collect all the instruments used during the 

operation, and eliminate sharp instruments and 

“single use” devices; 

 To open articulated instruments and remove 

ancillary parts;  

 To separate correctly basic instrumentation and 

ancillary devices after removing organic matters 

out of hollow bodies: 
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 To replace the used implantable medical devices  

in ancillaries; 

 To replace the missing or defective instruments; 

 To indicate in the “inter-team liaison sheet” all 

the missing and defective instruments; 

 To ensure traceability of sterilized medical 

devices in the patient file; 

 To indicate all “non-conformities” via the 

“reporting sheet”; 

 To count small instruments and forceps during 

the surgical procedure; 

 To soak reusable/sterilized medical devices in 

detergent/disinfectant solution. 
 

 

 

“Intermediary” role: 

 

The “intermediary” ORN is out of OR, and as a 

link between teams:  

- has solid knowledge in both sectors 

- is easily and quickly reachable via a 

dedicated phone.  

Missions: 

 To get in touch CSSD agents in case of  

emergency or for any specific request  (e.g., last 

minute sterilizations, return defective devices); 

 To respond efficiently to the quest of the agents 

and other CSSD representatives; 

 To check up the conformity of the ancillaries 

loaned and the presence of all elements 

allowing the traceability; 

 To make sure that all the medical devices have 

been ordered (ensuring the replacement of 

those sent for repair), and to notify devices via a 

traceability sheet; 

 To help agents in the “wet zone” to separate of 

instruments before delivery to CSSD in case of 

doubt; 

 To place sterilized devices in the storage room 

after examination of their outer wrap (e.g., 

integrity, traceability, etc.); 

 To show ORN trainees and interim nurses the 

written and computer documentations for 

removing the instruments after use, and 

ensuring their traceability; 

 To indicate the instruments for priority 

sterilization process by a red sticker attached to 

the container: 

Sterilization "advisor" role: 

 

 To participate in the learning process of agents 

in integration (ORNs, nurses and auxiliary 

nurses) of the latest recommendations of 

sterilization; 

 To organize, with the two teams’ managers, a 

one week training: exchange of CSSD and OR  

agents; 

 To organize small groups workshops for “field” 

training, with industrial commercials in CSSD; 

 To participate in the elaboration of support tools  

for separating and reconditioning the 

instruments trays, with collaboration of each 

team manager(s) and industrial commercials: 

 according to the size of the 

instruments; 

 chronological order of use; 

 the identification number and photo 

of the ancillary devices, etc. 

see below: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 To participate in the standardization of trays and 

in their updating (with the surgeons, the other 

ORNs and the CSSD pharmacist); 

 To notify the CSSD of the latest modifications 

made in the instruments inventory (in OR Unit) 

through ad hoc software; 

 To participate, with managers, in the tracking of 

necessary instruments and referencing them for 

re-ordering before industrial suppliers. 

Method:  

Theoretical analysis. Semi-structured interviews were done at CSSD and OR unit with ORNs in integration, ORNs sterilization "advisors" (in french: 

«référentes de stérilisation»), sterilization technicians and auxiliary nurses.  

Conclusion – Discussion:   
The current will of enhancing the efficiency in OR “occupancy time” and to focus ORNs’ activities exclusively on instrumentation, leaves little time to ensure 

this “intermediary role”. Nevertheless, as we’ve seen above, this role is essential. Therefore, new communication and training tools must be provided. For 

instance, an access to the dematerialized platform dedicated to ancillaries (“Plateforme inter-ancillaires”) employed in OR, as a pedagogical support, would 

be a good way for ORNs to quickly acquaint themselves with instrumentation. If we admit ORNs can effectively play this “intermediary role”, another 

question could arise: 

If it’s impossible, because of budget restrictions, to daily assign an ORN with the linking role between the OR Unit and CSSD, could New 

Communication Technologies (NICTs) could help in real time communication? And, how would they do it? 

Results – How ORNs can minimize risks of non-compliance?  

                 –  What is the specific role of the “intermediary ORN” (in french: “IBODE d’interface”)? 

 

 


